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 Sodville Farms is a Row-Crop cotton and grain sorghum operation consisting of 11,000 

acres of combined farmland. My experiences at Sodville Farms were everything and more than 

what I was expecting to retain from such a great opportunity.  In my three month stay in the little 

town of Taft, Texas I was given the opportunity to go outside of my comfort zone and live with 

three workers from South Africa. There was never a dull moment living with such a great group 

of guys. From this experience I was able to expanded my knowledge of different farming 

methods, the reasons behind these farming methods, return on investments, employee 

management, technological advancements in the industry, and how to effectively build and 

execute a budget for an upcoming year of production. 

 The most memorable of all the experiences during this internship, was the great people 

that I was able to work with.  Along with the three South African guys, there were also the owner 

Andrew Miller, Foreman Weston James, and two other hired hands Jesse and Pete. Never would  

I have ever thought that while working on a Farm I would have the opportunity to not only 

sharpen my skills in Spanish, but also pick up a few words and phrases in Afrikaans. The 

experiences of living with three other guys from another country is a once in a lifetime 

experience and can have its ups and downs but it really opens your eyes to the outside world and 

allows you to see how half way around the world someone can be both very much alike and very 

different at the same time. Before I ever arrived Mr. Miller already knew what I wanted to learn 

from our previous contacts and had a few homework ideas set up for me to do as the year went 

along so they would apply to what we were doing.  
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The first week of work was tough. I was giving the daunting task of spraying around the 

fields with a small 35 hp open cab tractor in the South Texas sun.  After this job was done we 

went on to getting the combines ready for harvest.  When the grain ripened we started cutting 

grain and this task took 3 weeks and 270 hours of labor to accomplish. While driving the tractors 

and combine I was able to see the different types of technology and the efficiency boost that it 

can provide to farmers.  The combines were equipped with the most up to date Green Star GPS 

Field Mapping System that allow us to cut the grain and it would make a map of the field 

showing all the weak and strong points as we worked across the field.  This type of information 

is very important when it comes to knowing where and how much fertilizer and seeding rates to 

Acres Per Day 250 Extra Hours to Complete Harvest 53

Hours per Day 10 Extra Cost to run Combines 7,950.00$ 

Acres Per Hour 25

Cost Per Hour For Lease 150

Have to pay 6 employees 5 extra 

hours for 5 extra days in order to 

get a 10 hour work day on 

combines

1,575.00$ 

Acres 7500

Total Loss if Combines are not run 

efficiently
9,525.00$ 

Efficiency Loss 15%

Acres Loss per hour 

when running together
3.75

Hours to Cut 7500 Acres 

When Seperated
300

Hours to Cut 7500 Acres 

When Together
353

Efficiency Loss
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use to produce the most on your land.  Also while working throughout the year Mr. Miller would 
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Buy Custom Hire

1500 acres 1500 acres

850 yield in lbs/acre 0.13 per pound to get it picked

0.02 per pound cost for wrap 850 yield in lbs/acre

5000 misc cost 165,750$      Cost to get cotton picked

60000 Depreciation 828,750$      Cost to have it picked for Five Years

90,500.00$     Cost to buy and run your own machine

452,500.00$   Cost to buy and run your own machine for five Years

75,250.00$     

800,000 Cost of new Machine

3% Interest On Machine

160000 Yearly Principal

Principal paid Principal left Interest Paid

Year One 160000 640000 24000

Year Two 160000 480000 19200

Year Three 160000 320000 14400

Year Four 160000 160000 9600

Year Five 160000 0 4800

Total 72000

524,500.00$   Cost to Finance and run your own machine for 5 years

376,250.00$   Over five years your own machine would save you this much if you bought with cash

304,250.00$   Over five years your own machine would save you this much if you Financed

This would be the amount of money that you would keep in your wallet if you were to buy the 

machine with cash and run it one year.  If u you were to finance the machine you would also 

have to factor in the cost of interest for the loan.

have me do homework problems such as the one on the right to show how much being efficient 

will help pay and why we were running the two combines in separate fields.  These homework 

problems like this were very helpful in my understanding of the different decisions that were 

made and why they were made.  While sitting in classes I never realized how much efficiency 

and the concepts of linear programming from 217 could be used in the field.  The gratitude of 

these concepts were very surprising to me and the impact they had on the bottom line of 

production. After Grain harvesting was done we cleaned up the combines and continued spraying 

the cotton for bugs and defoliant to get the fields prepared to start picking.  Once the cotton was 

dried down we started picking for 3 more weeks which consisted of another 3 weeks of 16 hour 

days.  One of the big questions I had for Mr. Miller was how do these $680,000 machines pay for 

themselves, or would it be cheaper to have the picking hired done by an outside source. So Mr. 

Miller gave me another homework problem with the following numbers to show me how another 

one of these questions can affect the outcome of a successful or unsuccessful year.   
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 Another concept that was very useful to see how things help pay for themselves was the 

Return On Investment problem below that helped me tie in what I learned from my accounting 

class, finance, and rural entrepreneurship classes.  And being able to see how this works and that 

everything that you buy must make you money in some form, or it is not a good investment for 

the business.  If nothing you invest in can make you money or have returns then your business is 

going to go into the hole and never have a chance to succeed. 

 

The final and last concept that we covered during my stay in Odem was Budgeting and 

Marketing.  I put these two in the same category because they build off of each other.  Such as in 

Rister’sAGEC 424/425 building a good budget was the base of every business decision. In 

Farming it is even more crucial since the farmer is a price taker and must know how much 

money is going to spend at the beginning of the year in order to be able to market his crop for the 

following year.  If you know your  budget, and you know what your production yield is on an 

average then you will know what price you will need to market your crop at in order to keep 

your business from going belly up.  Budgeting also has a big impact on how efficient, and 

productive your business will be in the long run. Having a good budget is very important part of 

being organized in this industry. 

Acres 1000

Avg Yield of Grain 

Sorghum
4500 lbs/acre

Price of Grain Sorghum $8/cwt

Yield Loss sustained 

when GPS is not used 
6%

Cost of GPS $15,000

Gain From Investment 21600

Cost of Investment 15000

ROI 44%

Sources

Return on Investment for a GPS System 

ROI= (Gain From Investment- Cost of 

Investment)/ Cost of Investment

For a farmer farming one thousand acres of grain sorghum, 

purchasing a new gps system costing $15000 can be a hard choice 

to make if you do not know if it will pay, but being able to 

calculate your Returns On Investment (ROI) can make this easier 

to comprehend.  If the gps system cost $15,000 and you increases 

your yield by 6% becasue you will damage less crops while 

running your rotary hoe then your gains will be  $21,600.  That is 

with an average of 4500 pounds per acre and a selling price of $8.  

This will give the farmer returns of 44% on his investment.  

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/returnoninvestment.asp
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One of the big ideas that came from this internship that I really looked over during 

classes was the idea of finding your competitive advantage and use it to your advantage.  

Sodville Farms was not the biggest and have the newest equipment in the area, but they were a 

business that used a different farming technique that allowed them to cut their cost dramatically 

while still producing equal or often times better yields.  This is a huge competitive advantage 

when it comes to being profitable and having a long term sustainability in a price taker market.  

If you can break even at a lower cost than your competitors then you have the opportunity to be 

successful. Skip-row farming is something that I plan to bring back with me to my family farm 

and experiment with in the future years to come.  

The impact that it had on my degree plan was very minimal for my undergraduate 

because I only have ten hours to complete.  The degree plan that I am currently on has helped me 

better understand and made me much more confident in the career as  a farmer that I plan to 

pursue after observing and being able to put the things I have learned into action.  This internship 

has also solidified my decision to further pursue a Master’s Degree in the area of soil and crop 

sciences or a degree in agronomy specializing in grain and cotton crops.   

Suggestion that I have for future students is to be sure and keep in contact with Mr. 

Miller and keep him updated on what you are wanting to get out of the internship. We set up a 

plan at the beginning and covered that and some extra stuff because as the summer went along 

and different objectives came up he was very willing to work with me to help me get the most 

out of the experience. 

 This internship was a very big success in my eyes.  I had the opportunity to go down to 

another part of the state and see farming from a different perspective.  This is a career path that I 

am interested in and will continue to pursue after graduating in December.   
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